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DON JUAN IN HELL: 
VARIATION ON A THEME. 

JANUARY 20, 1986 
ROBERT H. ALLEN 

In the year prior to May of 1984, after thirty-eight years 
of working for a company with a purely local ma.rket and outlook, 1 
found myself, along with the company, gaz1~g far away 
geographically and in other ways. May 19~4 1tself presented .a 
dramatic example. For the first time 1 was b1dden -- and found 1t 
useful to accept -- to attend a conference in Lausanne, SWi.tze:land, 
on the subject of the new and world-wide charter of compames 1n our 
business. Since the first conference I ever attended for the compan.y 
was held during January in Pittsburgh, I felt that, in at least thls 
respect, thirty-eight years of employment had brought some 
progress. 

A slio-ht mismatch between available transportation and o 
the schedule of the conference resulted in a day and night stopover in 
Geneva. During the day I went out to see the old League of Nations 
Palace, now occupied by various United Nations groups. I was also 
able to walk around the city, visit a local museum and buy something 
I had never seen before: a ruffled-front tuxedo shirt cleverly 
constructed so as not to require studs. 

I had a room at the Hotel de la Paix on the Quai 
Mont-Blanc. For dinner, the Concierge obtained a reservation for me 
at La Chat Botte, right next door, a part of but separate from the 
Beau Rivage Hotel. While dining alone is no one's choice, the 
Michelin star of Le Chat Botte promised at least some compensation. 
I also took along the International Herald-Tribune, which carries the 
New York Times crossword puzzle daily and a good bridge column and 
book review. 

As it turned out, I did not need the paper, except that my 
having it opened to the crossword at my place was commented on as 
a part of the opening small talk in a conversation with a young 
American at the next table. He joked about the puzzle and dining 
alone and our friendship for the meal time was started. 

For some time, as cocktails and early courses arrived and 
departed -- the worse for wear -- we chatted of indifferent matters, 
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, h' ca l data that alrplane seat mates 

disdosin~ those bit~ of ~~~raPt/ansient acquaintanceship normally 
others invotv cd in 
e xchange. 

But it was soon evident to me that my friend was 
. ' dd that pe rhaps he had a t a le to tell that reoccup1ed In an 0 way, . " t 

P , h t ' nce of the heare r in ordmary Clrcums ances. mlght try tepa le " d h' 
S' I ha d that evening at least, nothmg but time, I e~courage .1m 
a~~c:sed s~ch techniques of active lis tening as are deSIgned to bong 
forth a narrative. 

Before long then, he was well launched on his story. 
Indeed, if I ha d fe lt any difficulty in getting him started, it would 
have been a Herculean task to interrupt once he was committed to 
the telling of the whole. It should also be said that I had no desire to 
do so. Excuse me if I fail to convey t he spell-binding effect of this 
narrator. But there is no quest ion that he held me enthralled. I 
ha rdly noticed the Saumon Janine, or anything else. So that 1 not 
attempt, and fail, to duplicate t he phrasing and detailed effects, I 
shall, with your permission, reci te this story in the third person and 
with unvarnished simplicity. But the facts are precisely as he laid 
them before me. 

His name was Johnny Tenorio; he was at that time 
thirty-five years old, the child of an Italian-American father and an 
Irish mothe r. His parents had separated when he was three, the 
mother returning with her son to the Chicago home of her parents. 
The father was a Boston at torney , later a partner in a large and 
p:estigious firm and a man of wealth and power. Johnny never saw 
hIS father after the separation. The boy's mother was a frail woman 
who died when he was thi rt een, leaving him in the care of her 
parents, who were barely equal to the task and they too only survived 
to see him into his majority. 

With a mediocre education an d no ambition or support, he 
drifted from one job to another . Two things sustained him and kept 
him from fa lling off the edge. F irst was a disposition to save, in fac t 
a paranoid fear of poverty, which enabled him to live the simplest 
and most spartan existence, accumulating savings out of the most 
meager and sporadic income stream imaginable. 

The second savior was his avocati.on or hobby, the game of 
locating and seducing young women. 
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This latter was his whole life. He learned, some by 
accident and much quite intentionally and purposefully, a technique 
or program that was quite successful. His. straitened m~ans 
prevented him from mounting a full-scale c~mpal.gn ~ore tha~ eight 
or ten times a year but he told me, hIS sklll in selectiOn of , , d . 
candidates and his carefully worked out program resulte in an 
extraordinarily good batting average. 

Selection, he said, was of the utmost importance. He 
learned early to avoid the prettiest girls, those whose dress, coiffure 
and makeup indicated a high degree of awareness of their attractions. 
While occasionally an effort at style betrayed a lack of the 
self-assurance and strength of character that are almost impossible 
barriers to casual seduction, in general he found that the girl who is 
extremely attractive and aware of it, who recognizes and enhances 
her beauty, was not good hunting at all for him. 

On the contrary, his ideal target was well along into her 
twenties, somewhat unsure of her femininity, not really full of social 
graces, not strong on small talk. If she also were a serious person, 
perhaps somewhat sad, and yet not excessively bright or intellectual, 
then that was the girl for him. He was quick to point out that he had 
not the experience to generalize, that there is no good data in the 
field and that he did not even have the advantage of that helpful sort 
of exchange of views with fellow practitioners -- the sort of 
eXChange that he assumed I expected to benefit from at the 
conference in Lausanne starting the next day. 

Next he discussed technique. He was a firm believer in 
the short, concentrated campaign. What was involved was not 
courtship and the last thing he wanted was for him and the girl to get 
to know each other. His technique, in fact, involved developing a 
personna just for the night, one tailored to the concerns and interests 
and psychology of his subject. For the art lover, he was an artist or a 
connoisseur. For the musically inclined, he was a musician or a music 
lover. For one he became a writer, for another a professor or even a 
psychiatrist or lawyer. Occasionally the hint 0 ·( being a banker or of 
being wealthy was helpful. His job was to become the person who 
could intrique, sympathize, help, excite greed or whatever posi tive 
emotions he decided were there to excite. To be loved, he said, you 
must be lovable, and then he laughed, pointing out that this was from 
Ovid. 
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Originality was neithe~ necessary o~ useful in se?uction, 
he said. While his original educatiOn had been madequ~te, hIS hobby 
led him into a course of reading that was very broadenmg. He found 
he was a good memorizer and he used this skill to be able to bring 
forth appropriate philosophical and P?etical bits t~at were extremely 
useful. He could -- and did -- recIte a repertoire of poetry from 
Herrick and "Gather Ye Rosebuds" to Das Augenlicht by Hildegard 
Jove. This latter 1 recollect vividly because of the coincidence of its 
having been set to music by Anton Webern. It was in fact sung by the 
Vocal Arts Ensemble at a symphony concert last October and the 
program contained the text in German and English. It was strange -
when I was at the moment engaged in setting all this down -- to 
come across suddenly these familiar words: 

Through our open eyes 
light streams into the heart, 

Then tenderly streams back from them 
as joy. 

In love's glance more light issues forth 
than ever entered. 

What has occurred 
that makes the eyes so radiant? 

It must be something very wonderful 
that they betray to us: 

That a human creature's inmost self 
has become like heaven 

Wi th as many stars 
as brighten the night. 

With a sun 
which awakens the day. 

o sea of glances 
wi th its surf of tears! 

It. is of such stuf~, ~e said, that successful campaigns are 
made. As I hstened to the smgmg recently I could hear him reciting 
the poem to some girl as he cried gently and undid buttons or 
unzipped a zipper. For, he pointed out, while for your modern, 
up-to-date girl the technical problem of undressing might not impose 
an emotional barrier, in the case of the types in which he specialized, 
the less that such practical problems had to be noticed or 
participated in, the smoother the whole operation went. 

So he was poor but happy. He was able to find enough 
menial jobs to make a simple living and to have enough to save a bit 
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and to defray the costs of his hobby. While he recognized that the 
habit of saving was doubtless rooted in not improbable fears of a 
lonely and impoverished old age, nonetheless, as he approached 
thirty, he was as happy with his life as he guessed a man might be in 
this 1ess-than-perfect world. 

The only drawback that he could think of was that his 
means limited the frequency of his campaigns. He was able to 
identify many more excellent prospects than he could afford to 
follow up on. Since his own room was not a su itable place to take a 
lady, he was frequently forced to rent a hote l room. He owned one 
good suit and an expensive suitcase for checking into a first-class 
hotel. But the room and rent and, usually, a good meal at one of the 
town's finer restaurants resulted in the opera tional budget that 
limited him to eight or ten serious campaigns a year. 

Once in a while he got a bonus of a home-cooked meal in 
a nice apartment and this economy was much appreciated. But i t had 
its drawbacks too. On one occasion he was nearly drawn into a longer 
affair, something not to his taste and also very difficult since the 
created personna for an evening was made up as things we nt along 
and consequently very hard to remember for any length of t ime. 

What with the added illustrative detail tha t I have had to 
omit and the specific but never offensively graphic descr iptions of 
several campaigns, used to point up the skills required and his 
expertise, the story to this point took us past dessert, and, a 
l'anglaise, a savory. There had to be a pause then while more coffee 
was brought and liquers ordered and served. I lit a cigare tte; my 
companion did not smoke but assured me that he wa s not bothe red a 
bit by my doing so. 

As I sipped my brandy and sat back, he continued. Just 
after he turned thirty he received the news of his father's death. 
This long unseen progenitor had suffered a sudden heart attack and 
died virtually instantly in his office on a sunny Tuesday morning, the 
very day, as Johnny did not realize until he later thought of it, of his 
own thirtieth birthday. It soon transpired that Johnny Tenor io's life 
was to be significantly altered. His father had been very successful 
indeed in his profession and in his investments. His will p:ovide? for 
the estate to be paid into a trust for the ultimate benefit of elther 
grandchildren or the Art Museum of his beloved Boston. In the 
meanwhile it was to be invested in municipals and the income was to , . 
be paid monthly to his only begotten son, my table compamon. 
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This income, he told me, came to about two hundred forty 
thousand dollars a year, the corpus of the trust being in the vicinity 
of four million dollars. His react ion at the time he said, aside from 
surprise, was the delighted realiza tion that he could now devote 
himself full time to his hobby. He had no real interest in other 
possible changes in his life that he could imagine. He changed very 
little. He did not even move fro m his simple quarters. He bought a 
couple of suits and a tuxedo -- opening up areas of operations 
hitherto inaccessible. The results were a considerable increase in the 
number of campaigns he could unde rtake. He even considered, but 
rejected, the idea of renting a nice hotel room on a monthly basis. 
As a practical matter, it would not have paid. He now was able to 
step up his efforts from not quite once a month to not quite once a 
week. 

This seemed to be a practical maximum for several 
reasons, including the need for time to research and learn new matter 
for the larger and more varied clientele he now was able to develop. 

A t the same time he felt very com forted by the abUi ty to 
save more. He put aside over two hundred thousand dollars a year 
from his thirtieth through his thirty-third year. He was at some 
pains, for reasons he could not explain, but that were intuitive, to 
protect these savings, this estate that was his and not part of the 
trust. He created a variation on his identity, using his mother's 
maiden name. He invested the money in tax exempts and he placed 
the documents and deposite d the income in a bank in Geneva. The 
papers he needed to get at this account and to establish his identity 
he placed in a safe deposit box in a different bank from the one he 
used for regular business. Each month he transferred his excess 
income to Switzerland where it was invested. The Swiss bank reports 
came to a post office box and he only kept the most recent one for 
reference, regularly destroying and disposing of any but the minimum 
necessary documents. 

Looking back, he said he could not recollect having 
considered or feared any particular series of events to make all this 
secrecy and security necessary. But he did it and obviously, as he 
approached his thirty-fourth birthday, he had just over a million 
dollars in his own right. In the meanwhile, the four years were the 
happiest he had ever known. His hobby gave him the greatest of 
pteasure and the necessary research and planning matured and 
broadened his taste. He began to enjoy museums and concerts not 
merely as fruitful hunting grounds, but as delights in themselves. He 
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did buy some more clothes and he often ate well even when not 
involved in an active campaign. He was able, in fact, to add hotel 
dining rooms and cocktail bars of the better sort to his list of useful 
hunting fields. 

His idyllic life was, however, to undergo a change. Each 
year on his birthday -- because it was for them the anniversary of 
the death of their friend and partner -- he had received an invitation 
from the trustees under his father's will to visit them in their offices 
in Boston and allow them to review with him in person the results of 
their stewardship. He had never accepted this invitation, but this 
year the letter adverted to some changes the trustees expected to 
have to make in the investment strategy -- even though limited by 
the terms of the trust to municipals -- if they were to adapt to an 
expected decline in interest rates and at the same time preserve the 
corpus for the putative ultimate beneficiaries. They felt this would 
reduce somewhat -- but not critically -- the current income 
available for him. They wished to go over the issues with him in 
detail so that he could plan for changes that would occur over the 
next year or so. 

Johnny was not unduly disturbed by this prospect, but his 
usual caution and parsimonious attitude about money inclined him to 
accept the invitation. At the same time, he had been particularly 
successful in the last couple of weeks in the area of his hobby, so he 
felt a brief respite might be welcomed by his body. He went, flying 
over one day, without announcing his arrival and presenting himself 
to the receptionist at the law office of his trustees late in the 
afternoon. 

The receptionist recognized his name, of course, and was 
all politeness and attentiveness. However, she could not produce the 
trustees, who had happened to leave the office at various times that 
day for civic or business or social engagements elsewhere. They 
would all three be present the next morning, she said, and she would 
be sure their respective secretaries cleared their calendars so as to 
be able to receive him at whatever time he wished. An appointment 
was made. 

Now the little receptionist was not the sort of person 
Johnny would have selected for his hobby. She was too young, much 
too pretty, too well dressed, too sexily dressed in fact, and too 
self-assured. It was with nothing in mind but passing an evening i~ a 
strange city that he invited her out to dinner. She accepted prettIly 
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but then suggested as an alternati.ve that he come to her house 
instead of their going out. She saId house :and he as~umed, as ~e 
accepted, this would be an agreeable fam11y gather mg. To h1s 
surprise at seven thirty he arrived at a pleasant suburban home to 
find her' alone. Her folks, she explained, were away and not expected 
until the next day. 

Johnny, he told me, never paused as he adapted to this 
new set of conditions. He shifted automatically into pursuit gear. 

Everything went very well. Looking back, too well. The 
steaks were fine, the wine was excellent and tick-tock the clock, ten 
thirty found them in bed where he discovered this pretty little thing, 
this cute, wide-eyed girl, to be hell on wheels. No sad-toned 
innocent she; savage rather than demure. He was amazed and 
enthralled, after the restrained gentility of the great bulk of his 
activity, to be awakened to a harsh, demanding, almost violent sex 
that f~nal1y left him, like Mars after Venus, lying on his back, 
breathll1g deeply from satiation, relief and just sheer fatigue. And at 
that moment, just as he feared she might somehow want to begin 
again, the bedroom door opened and her father and mother came in. 

. . F~om then on events moved swiftly and inexorably. The 
g1rl bnghtly mtroduced him and annoucned that they were engaged to 
be married. The father turned out to be a member of the trustees' 
law firm. The unspoken proposal was accepted; the following 
morning -- before the meeting with the smiling and congratulatory 
trustees - - a blood test was taken and a license applied for. About 
seven and a half minutes after the statutory three-day wait had 
elapsed, the ceremony was performed and the happy couple were off 
to one of the partner's Naples condo for a joyful honeymoon. 

From here on things went down hill. His lovely little 
wife, Anne, wanted to stay in the same town with her mother and 
friends. A house was bought. Between the mortgage and taxes, the 
style of life enjoyed by his wife and the reduced income from the 
trust, he was barely able to save fifty thousand dollars that year. It 
was also trickier to divert it and send it off to Switzerland. He was 
continuously lying about the price of Meisterbrau. 

But the main problem, of course, was the complete loss of 
hi.s hobby his raison d'etre. 1f he could have escaped to c~rry out 
campaign~ he would not have had the stamina for i.t. That hrst hour 
in bed with wiie-to-be was an accurate and honest sample. A.nne was 
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ready every day. While at first he was not displeased, he did discover 
that while in the dark they were not all the same, even so one 
particular partner is not that different from herself from day to day. 
There were tremendous physical demands; and despite a large 
repertoire of variations that he was, in some cases at le,a~t, 
completely unfamiliar with, he became all too soon all too fa r;H,ltar 
with her style and her tastes. After all, under the best of condltlOns 
there is only so much real variety involved. With one woman, who 
never cried halt, it was growingly difficult to survive, let alone 
sustain, any enthusiasm -- or even an appearance of enthusiasm. 

But survive he did, for a whole year. Perhaps he would 
not have come to a breaking point except for two things. Anne 
adamantly refused to consider having children. And he gradually 
came to the conclusion that she did not really care for him at a ll, and 
never had. Some things he overheard and some remarks by his 
dstonishingly tactless mother-in-law convinced him that her taste for 
marathon sex had been a matter of record and that it was the desire 
to get away from horne and to be rich that substituted for the desire 
for a loving -- in the nonphysical sense -- husband and family. He 
even wondered after some particularly demanding sessions in bed if 
she did not have in mind being a wealthy widow. Then he 
remembered that the trust did not provide for this at all. To enjoy 
the income she had to have him or his child. Otherwise she could 
enjoy looking at the grand new pictures in the art museum. 

A t about this time he noticed a change in his wife's 
outward a ttitude to him. She was the same avid and insatiable kitten 
at night, but she began in the daytime to find fault with Johnny's 
every action and mannerism. At the same time she stepped up her 
demands on the family exchecquer. Since he had never had any 
illusions in the marriage to start with, he was able to remain calm 
inwardly while he now finally decided that she was attempting to 
drive him to seek a separation or a divorce. Surely this must be the 
whole scam and probably was her goal from the very beginning, he 
thought. 

While he thought gIVing up half his income for what he 
had gotten was a rather stiff price for more than he wanted of a 
commodity that he had never had to pay for previously, he was 
prepared to pay it without a whimper. Easy come, easy go he said to 
himself and smiled, thinking of the wisdom of having concealed and 
protected his savings. 
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Domestic life deteriorated rapidly. He played the role of 
being hurt and angry at Anne's growing shrewishness while he really 
was fascinated and amused at the transparency of her maneuvering. 
He marveled also at her continuing and, if anything, increased sexual 
activity. He concluded that she was turned on by the idea of money 
or power. Her attitude, he thought ruefully, was not so much 
different from his own. His career of seduction had not been based 
on really strong sexuality, but by the need to feed his ego with 
conquest after conquest. 

Finally, he decided to make the break. He would go home 
and get his documentation from his safe deposit box and, on 
returning, ask for a divorce and see just what she wanted. 
Surprisingly, Anne made no difficulty about his desire to make a brief 
visit to his old home town. Once he had made up his mind he lost no 
time, and felt calmer and more easy with himself than any day in the 
last year, the year of that strange marriage. The next afternoon he 
was on the phone. He felt free as a bird, just like his old self. For 
the first time in months he relaxed over a cocktail in complete 
peace. He looked around full of goodwill to mankind. In the seat 
next to him was a rather plain-looking girl with a pensive, almost 
sad, expression. Johnny's old life was there before him. In minutes 
he was in action. And he had not lost his touch. In Chicago, he and 
the girl went to a favorite restaurant of his and then to the best hotel 
in town. Old, sad lover's poems he had not recited for a year flowed 
through his lips. This was his real role in life. This was his metier. 
He had forgotten that love making could be so gentle, so poetic, so 
much a ritual, so great a victory. 

The next morning he completed his business quickly. Ever 
cautious, he checked his briefcase of papers at Logan Airport on his 
return, before driving out to the house. The following morning he 
told Anne he wanted a divorce. She did not pretend surprise. She got 
right down to brass tacks. She wanted, she said, everyt~ing --. the 
house the income from the trust fund and all of hls savings. 
Startled he denied having any savings and watched while she p.ut 
down o~ the table a photograph of him in the bank and one of him 
walking out with a briefcase. She explained that she. had an 
investigator working on it and produced a pretty accurate estlmate of 
his savings. 

He pOinted out that whatever he had w.as premarriage 
property and that a no-fault di.vorce would hardly entltle her to more 
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than half of the trust income, plus perhaps enough for the house 
mortgage and taxes. 

She then produced more photographs. It seemed that the 
sad little girl on the plane was a professional correspondent. The 
pictures were excellent. It was like seeing his whole life pass before 
his eyes. He just sat there for a few minutes. Strike two, he 
thought. Two women out of hundreds that he never should have met. 
Then he told Anne he was too tired to talk anymore that night and 
went upstairs to bed. 

To his surprise, she followed him to the bedroom. She 
wanted to make love. Johnny laughed to himself as she vainly tried 
to bring him to the point. She finally quit in frustration and pranced 
off in her birthday suit to the guest room. Just before she slammed 
the door, she turned and, glaring at him, made a quick obscene 
gesture. That was the last time he ever saw her. 

Early the next morning, before she awakened, he drove 
out to Logan, gave his car to a passerby and took the first flight to 
New York and then to Geneva where he found a quiet room to rent. 
He made the necessary arrangements at his bank to begin to draw a 
modest income. Freedom was sweet, he thought for a day or so. But 
happiness was short lived. Two things bothered him very quickly. 
One was a concern for his savings. He knew he could not go back to 
the United States safely. Anne would, he was sure, be unre mittingly 
vindictive. The trust income was paid monthly into a joint account 
and she could protect herself, with the help of the trustees, by 
drawing the account down on the day of deposit. But what if he 
wrote instructing them to remit to another account. Could she stop 
it? No way to tell unless he tried, but that would involve locating 
himself for the trustees and for her as well. He had no idea wha t 
litigation she could involve him in or how successful it might be. He 
had enough income he felt, and was willing to let her be. But he was 
sure her view would be nowhere near this benign. He must stay 
hidden for years. Some day he might try to find out what had become 
of her. For now, for a long now indeed, he must lay low. 

Johnny's second problem was even more painful. He was 
impotent. He described to me a series of embarrassing efforts that 
finally robbed him of pleasure and hope. I had felt at the beginning 
of and evening in Le Chat Botte that my young table neighbor was 
not a happy man, but I was nonetheless shocked at the. depth of 
despair he revealed to me. As I sat stunned, Johnny Tenorlo told me 
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he had finally resolved to take his own life. It was a way out that 
woul,d also, because, of the, trust provisions, wreak final revenge on 
the mstrument of h1S undomg. He would die and Anne would lose a 
fortune. His own savings he would lock into a trust of which in a 
finallnsult, he would make the art museum the beneficiary. ' 

I tried with all my skill to dissuade him. There were a 
hundred practical and philosophical reasons not to give in so easily to 
despair. He had told me he was taking French lessons and I tried to 
convince him that I had found maste ry of a new language a deeply 
rewarding and satisfying accomplishment. I tried to think of medical 
or psychological help he might get and emphasized -- way beyond my 
knowledge -- the strong probability of a cure. The one line I did not 
develop, feeling it inappropriate, was an appeal to religion. 

Finally, he seemed to come around. It was getting very 
late. As a final gesture, I gave him my card and promised that he had 
only to call me and I would return to Geneva to listen and talk again. 
We parted with smiles and a warm handshake. I have never again 
seen him and the name Johnny Tenorio was only to come to my notice 
once more. 

You hardly need to be told that my conference at 
Lausanne was something of an anticlimax. In fact, I would only be 
able to focus on work at all for about a year. I had to retire. I had to 
savor my own simpler and more satisfying life. How is it that after 
sixty-one years of a pleasant life one evening can cause you to have 
to rethink it all. No, I was not tempted by Johnny Tenorio's life, not 
by anything about it. But I no longer was interested in contests or 
struggles. Any sort of victory seemed tainted. 

As 1 made those private and family decisio~s that precede 
the public announcement of a retirement, I had one fmal conference 
to attend, this one in San Francisco. It had noW been eleven months 
to the day since my dinner in Geneva. 

The day before leaving for the conference 1 stopped into 
the Mercantile Library and grabbed off the shelf a half dozen cu~rent 
novels and detective stories to help pass the time on the long fl1g~t~ 
out and back. I read a couple on the way out and on the retur~ trip 
was about an hour into the flight when I reached for my valise and 

d t the next unread volume. It looked \ike a novel but that 
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It was Johnny Tenorio's story told in the third person as I 
have done. Literally. That was the name of the protagonist. If you 
did not know me better, you would think I had simply been giving you 
a long summary of that book for the last half hour. You can imagine 
that I turned page after page with growing amazement and horrified 
fascination. Except that the various seduction scenes were more 
explicit and detailed -- as is the modern literary custom -- the story 
was to the tiniest detail as 1 have recounted it to you. 

With two exceptions. First, instead of meeting a youthful 
sixtyish American businessman in a delightful one-star restaurant, he 
meets an old crank in a cheap bar. The old man is noisily slobbering 
down bread and cheese and spilling beer down his chin as he half 
listens to the story. At the end, he impatiently mouths some pious 
cliches of a conventional religious sort. He then wants to hurry 
away. Offering to come at Johnny's call, in seeming excuse for a 
hurried departure, the old man leaves the bar, shambling out without 
giving any name or number to call. 

The second difference was that Johnny Tenorio walked 
slowly back to his room and shot himself. That is the last sentence of 
the book: "Johnny Tenorio walked slowly back to his room and shot 
himself." 

Tears welled up in my eyes. I held the book in a faltering 
grip. A young, attractive girl next to me asked me if I was all right. 
1 hardly heard and could not reply. I could not speak. Then the last, 
plain-end papers of the book slipped through my fingers and my eyes 
rested on the inside back jacket cover. There was a picture of the 
Johnny Tenorio I had known. Beneath the picture was the following 
text: 

Martin \.\alvern is the author of two previous 
novels, Cowards Oie, and the best-selling 
Room with No View. Mr. Malvern was born in 
Peoria in 1950. He taught nineteenth century 
English Literature at the University of 
Michigan for severa1 years. Since 1983 ~e h~s 
lived in a lovely village near Geneva With hiS 
wife a childhood sweetheart, and their three 
children, Martin Jr., Marissa and Marion, aged 
one. 

Robert H. Allen 




